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Introduction 

Hi, thank you for your interest in my exciting ebook. A former CIA 

operative exposes real-life situations and defenses that could save 

you or your family's life. If you want additional exciting eBooks 

that will help you survive, then please visit my website now. 

What Is A Home Invasion? 

• A person who enters or remains illegally inside a dwelling 

to commit a violent crime is committing a home invasion. 

• About 40% of home invasions, the intruders are TOTAL 

STRANGERS. 

• Many intruders do not know anyone is home at the time. 

This causes a confrontation when the intruder enters. 

This is incredibly dangerous and turns many people into 

victims or dead. 

• Most home invasions happen through the front door, 

even when more accessible and more convenient entry 

points to a home. 

• In the last decade, the increase of VIOLENT burglaries 

was UP! This accounts for MILLIONS of burglaries and 

victims. People are seriously hurt and murdered.  

• Anyone living in a house or apartment can be a target for 

an INTRUDER.  Women are known to be intruders as 

well.  When the intruder is pointing a gun at the person, 

the people usually give up whatever the Intruder wants.  

Many people are simply murdered.   

It isn’t just theft that occurs during a home invasion. If a 

homeowner happens to be in the home at the time of the crime, 

then there is a good chance that an assault or murder will 



unfortunately occur. Violent crimes are directly linked to home 

invasions or unwelcomed INTRUDERS.  

This is a most disturbing trend in our societies: Crime rates are 

down in states with more gun owners because most intruders will 

not break into a house knowing the person may have a gun. Most 

criminals are COWARDS. States with the most strict gun laws - 

home invasions and murders occur more often, and crime is up.  

States, where only the criminals and police have guns leave the 

innocent, law-abiding people vulnerable to attack by 

INTRUDERS. 

• 38% of the assaults or murders that are reported to law 

enforcement officials occur during the events of a home 

invasion. 

• The percentage of rapes that occur because of a home 

invasion incident: 68% 

• Over TWO million homes or more will experience a home 

invasion at some point in time in the United States. That 

means 20% or more of Americans will become a victim of 

this crime. It’s INCREASING! 

• It is possible to buy a set of bump keys for less than $20 

online, and these will unlock 9 out of 10 doors in the 

United States without difficulty.  IT’S EASY TO ENTER 

YOUR HOME. 

• The estimated number of household burglaries that occur 

every year: about FOUR MILLION! 

• THOUSANDS of household burglaries result in some 

form of violent victimization. 

• Rates of household burglary were generally lower for 

wealthy or high-income households because of their high-

security factor.  Lower and middle-class houses and 

apartments are usually the TARGETS.  



• Mobil homes are a considerable home invasion risk. 

• INTRUDERS used an open door or window to gain 

unlawful entry in nearly 20% of unoccupied residences. 

Hidden statistics shine a lot of light on the trends of home 

invasions. This statistic is alarming: 2 million homes targeted 

annually, with 3.8 million household burglaries occurring, the 

average victim of a home invasion will be victims not once but 

twice. This is why it is so essential to make sure your vehicle stays 

locked when parked outside.  

• A third of all home invasions occur when someone is at 

home. 

• INTRUDERS may know or not know their victim. 

• 48% of offenders were unarmed when violence occurred 

during a burglary while a resident was present. 52% of 

the Intruders were ARMED! 

• Only a LOW 12% of the victims had a firearm. 

• Severe injuries and murders are INCREASING relating to 

home intruders. 

• Households residing in single-family units and higher 

density structures of 10 or more companies were least 

likely to be burglarized. 

• In 18% of reported home invasions, the homeowner 

voluntarily let the INTRUDER into the home, and 

another 12% opened the door to have an INTRUDER 

push and charge their way in. 

Here are more stats you should know:  

Home invasions aren't always violent. 11% of burglars will also 

remove a door or window while the occupants are home. The 

average loss is around $2,000 per home invasion. 



• Overview 

• Home Invasion 

• Burglary 

• Guns 

• Home Security 

The more aware you are, the better you can protect yourself. How 

many home invasions are there in the U.S.? According to the U.S. 

Department of Justice, 1.03 million home invasions occur each 

year. 

What time of day do most burglaries occur? 

Surprisingly, most burglaries occur between 10 AM and 3 PM. 

Many homes are empty during this time while people are at work. 

Burglars know this and use it to their advantage. However, home 

invasions can occur any time of day or night. 

How many homes are broken into each year? 

3.7 million homes are broken into each year. That's seven homes 

every minute. 

BURGLARY 

What is robbery versus burglary? 

Burglary and robbery both involve property. They both also 

describe some type of theft. Robbery occurs in a home while you 

are present. The criminal usually use some kind of force or threat. 

Burglary usually happens when you are not home. The criminal 

unlawfully enters your home with the intent to steal something. 

How many homes are robbed each year? 



The DOJ reported 1 million burglaries occurred with people in the 

home. 27% of them became victims of a violent crime. 

What are the chances of being robbed? According to the 

FBI, you can expect 1 in every 36 homes to be robbed. 

What percentage of robberies involve weapons? 

The DOJ reported the use of weapons in a majority of robberies. 

41% of robberies involved firearms, and 7.8% included knives or 

other cutting devices. In addition, 42.5% used strong-arm tactics, 

whether verbal or physical. 

What percentage of burglaries involved forcible entry? 

Forcible entry occurs when someone enters a home with some 

type of force or weapon. Almost 58% of home invasions used some 

type of forcible entry. Nearly 7% of the burglaries accounted for 

attempted forcible entry. The remaining were unlawful entries 

with no force. 

What time of day does the most crime occur? 

The most common time for a crime by an adult to occur is at 10 

PM. The most active time for adult criminals is between 8 PM and 

12 PM. Juvenile criminals, on the other hand, are the most active 

between 3 and 4 PM. Juvenile criminal's most active time is 

usually between 3 PM and 7 PM. 

What percentage of invaded homes don't have anything 

taken? 

Criminals don't get anything 55% of the time when the home is 

occupied. Non-occupied homes have a 75% chance of theft. 

What rooms do offenders usually rush to first? 



A majority of offenders head straight to the master bedroom. 

Many homeowners leave their most valuable items in this room. 

The typical items include cash, jewelry, and weapons. In the 

master bedroom, they often head to the nightstand and closet 

first. 

Do burglars return to the scene? 

Unbelievably, you are more likely to be a burglary victim after 

being a victim once. Even if you aren't the victim, but a neighbor is 

victimized, your chances are higher. A burglar returns to the scene 

because he's already done the work. He knows the area, so it takes 

less effort to get the job done. 

GUNS 

How many home invasions were stopped by guns? 

• The government doesn't put a lot of emphasis on defensive 

gun use. Estimates show that 500,000 to 3 million 

defensive gun uses occur each year. 

• How many times do victims use a gun to scare their 

offenders? 

• A shocking 2.5 million victims use a gun to scare their 

offenders. That's almost five law-abiding citizens a minute. 

However, victims only shoot their offenders 8% of the time. 

They mostly use the firearm to scare their offender away. 

• How many gun deaths are accidental? 

• In 5 years ranging from 2005 to 2010, 3,800 people died at 

the hand of a gun accidentally. Of those victims, almost 

1,300 were younger than 25 years old. Generally, the states 

with looser gun laws had a higher number of deaths. 

How many people have died from guns? 



• According to the CDC, 93 people die every day from guns. 

That's almost 40,000 deaths a year. Of those deaths, suicide 

was the reason twice as often as a homicide. 

• What percent of homicide victims knew their killer? 

• 58.4% of homicide victims knew their killer. The 

relationships vary from significant other to friend or 

acquaintance. 

• What percentage of murderers were male? 

• The Department of Justice claims that 89.3% of murderers 

are male. 

• How many women are criminals? 

• Estimates report there are around 2.1 million violent female 

criminals per year in the United States. 40% of them were 

under the influence of drugs or alcohol. 

HOME SECURITY 

• What's the best way to keep your home safe? 

• There's no foolproof way to prevent a home invasion. These 

tips may help keep criminals away, though. 

• Always make your home look occupied. Leave lights on and 

the exterior manicured. Don't leave mail stacked up in the 

mailbox. Have your grass cut even while you are away. 

• Lock all doors and windows, including when you go to bed. 

• Test all locks on windows and doors periodically and replace 

them as necessary. 

• Keep everything stored out of sight. 

• Knowing the statistics should keep you on your toes. 

Constantly monitor your home's safety. Becoming too 

comfortable can make you a victim. 



Part One: 

Basics to Home Protection: 

Make your house, condo, or apartment less tempting for an 

INTRUDER. The best way to make sure that you don’t become the 

victim is to; reduce the chances of being a TARGET. There are 

several things you should do to make YOU less vulnerable.  

• Remove any valuables that can be seen from the outside.  

• Place anything small or valuable away from your house. Use 

a bank deposit box or another secret place.  

• NEVER share your home address on any social website.  

• Do not carry your home address inside your wallet or purse. 

• NEVER give out your home address to strangers or store 

employees. 

• Explain to your children to NOT give out their home 

address. 

• Get a private mailbox address and use it for giving to those 

who require an address. 

• Be aware of cars that may be following you. Use different 

paths when returning home from stores or the workplace. 

• Men should not carry a wallet. Carry cash in a money clip. 

Carry IDs and credit cards or debit cards in another 

smallholder.  If you’re mugged or pickpocketed – give the 

mugger the cash – not your IDs: women, the same thing. Do 

not carry the house address inside your purse.   

• DO NOT share your home address with employees of any 

company over the phone.  Give them your private mailbox if 

an address is necessary. 

If you’re selling items from Craigslist or other publications, then 

never place your address in the ad. If you sell an item to a 



stranger, meet them somewhere in public instead of allowing 

them into your home. This is especially true if you are a single 

parent. 

  



Bump keys: 

NEVER store a spare key somewhere near the door of your house 

or apartment. Always LOCK your doors at night and use ONE 

deadbolt and possibly TWO deadbolts plus an interior chain. 

Although you may not protect yourself against a bump key, you 

can add multiple layers of protection that will give you extra time 

to respond. 

  



Part Two: 

25 Ways to Kill or Stop an Intruder with Your Bare 
Hands. (no gun required) 

There are many more ways to kill or injure an INTRUDER, but 

these should work best for the average person. Your mission is to 

STOP the Intruder’s mission even if you must kill him to save your 

life and others. This is meant only as information. Use these 

methods only when your life is in danger.  Any of these methods 

could very easily kill or cause permanent damage to someone. 

 

This is a list of the most vulnerable areas of the body. 

1. TEMPLE –  The temple is a very vulnerable spot on the head. If 

struck with sufficient force, this may cause a person to become 

unconscious or death. 

 

2. NASION – This is in the nose region, and if it’s struck with 

sufficient force, it may easily cause death. 

 

3. PHILTRUM – This is the area between the upper lip and the 

bottom of the nose. A blow to this vulnerable area may cause the 

intruder to go unconscious, or it will kill him.  

 

4. The JAW – A powerful upper punch to the front side of the 

intruder’s jaw may snap the neck. This can also KILL your 

intruder almost instantly. 

 



5. ADAM’S APPLE – A sharp blow directly to the throat (Adam’s 

apple) may cause the intruder to asphyxiate and die. 

 

6. SMALL OF BACK – A very powerful blow to the small or 

bottom of the back can cause the backbone to break. 

 

7. TESTICLES – A powerful blow focused on the groins may cause 

shock, resulting in death. 

 

8. BASE OF CEREBELLUM – A powerful blow to the nape of the 

neck, causing instant damage and death. 

 

9. COCCYX – A powerful, focused blow to the tail bone. Fatal. 

 

10. FULL NELSON – Stand behind the intruder, put your arms 

under his, and lock your hands behind his head. Bending the neck 

forward may either break the neck, asphyxiate enemy, or cut off 

the supply of spinal fluid to the brain, causing brain damage or 

death. 

 

11. HALF NELSON – Again, standing behind the intruder  - one 

arm is used to pin one of the intruder’s arms. 

 

12. BRAIN BUSTER – Bend INTRUDER over towards you, 

placing him in a headlock. Grab the back of his belt, and PUSH 

him into the air, vertical, upside-down.  Just fall backward, 

landing on your intruder’s head, which will absorb your combined 



weight—most effective on concrete or gravel. 

 

13. RUSSIAN OMELET – Cross intruder’s legs. Fold intruder by 

pinning his shoulders to the ground upside-down and placing his 

legs above him. Sit on his legs, folding the bass of the spine. Fatal. 

 

14. HEART PUNCH – A powerful blow to the heart. Your intruder 

could drop and die.  

 

15. UPPERCUT – An upward strike or blow to the bottom of the 

jaw with the heel of the hand, causing the intruder’s head to snap 

backward. This could be fatal. 

 

16. ABDOMEN – A solid and decisive blow to this area may 

rupture a vital organ, causing death. 

 

17. RIB CAGE – A vicious shattering of the rib cage may cause 

severe internal bleeding and death. 

 

18. HEAD-TO-WALL PUNCH – A swift, hard punch to an 

INTRUDER’S face while standing near a wall may drive his head 

into it, causing the back of the skull to shatter and kill him. 

 

19. PINNED DROP KICK – Stand behind the intruder, holding his 

arms straight back. A dropkick to the back without releasing arms 

may cause severe damage to the spine, causing death. 

 



20. HEAD WRENCH – Grabbing an INTRUDER’S head by the 

mouth and the back of the skull, then twisting with a sudden, 

violent jerk to rend vertebrae, may easily cause death. 

 

21. CHOKE HOLD – Once a favorite of law enforcement officials, 

it has often proved deadly. The right arm goes over the enemy’s 

right shoulder and grips the back of the head. The left-arm comes 

over his left shoulder, reaches across his neck, and grabs his right 

forearm. With enough pressure applied, it causes brain damage or 

death. 

 

22. HEAD YANK – Bend enemy forward, grab the head, and pull 

back with convincing force—May separate delicate vertebrae, 

causing death. 

 

23. EARS – Come up from behind an intruder; cupping the hands 

in a clapping motion over the victim's ears can incapacitate the 

intruder. The vibrations caused by the clapping motion will burst 

his eardrums and can cause internal bleeding in the brain. 

 

24. KIDNEYS – A large nerve that branches off to the spinal cord 

comes very close to the skin at the kidneys. A direct blow with the 

knife-edge of your hand can cause death. 

 

25. EYES – Use your fingers in a V-shape and attack in gouging 

motion. 



You must attack and defend yourself with all of your strength. In 

any situation, the Intruder or criminal will become vulnerable. 

Anytime the Intruder is vulnerable, you must attack with all your 

force. Do this while screaming. Screaming has two purposes: 

1. Screaming will frighten and confuse the INTRUDER. 

2. Screaming will allow you to take a deep breath and put more 

oxygen into your bloodstream. Your balance and the unbalance of 

the INTRUDER are two crucial factors; since, if you succeed in 

making your INTRUDER  lose their balance, the chances are nine 

to one that you can kill him in your next move.  

The best overall stance is where your feet are spread about 

shoulders width apart, with your right foot about a foot ahead of 

the left. Both arms should be bent at the elbows parallel to each 

other. Stand on the balls of your feet and bend your waist slightly. 

Similar to a boxer’s crouch. Create a sudden movement or a 

scream or yell that can throw the intruder off-balance. 

 

  



Part Three: 

Household Items That YOU Can Use For Self Defense 

We have the god-given right to defend ourselves, especially when 

an intruder is assaulting us physically. You must condition your 

mind to ask, what do I have in my home right now that can defend 

myself and my family? 

A  little preparation can go a long way.  Quick thinking could 

quickly turn you from being a seriously injured victim (dead) or 

healthy and alive. 

You may be a person who owns a firearm, and possibly, the 

intruder is in your house, but you’re unable to get to your firearm.  

What now?  Or you may be a person who does not own a firearm.  

An intruder is inside. Now what?  

The vast majority of weapons that Americans today carry on their 

body, whether concealed or in plain view, are pistols and knives. 

While carrying these weapons is an essential part of a personal 

defense strategy, there are several circumstances where you may 

not have a gun or knife available to use.  

These could include places where you are prohibited (by law) from 

carrying them, such as at an airport or a school, or are unable to 

conceal them under your clothes. However, the lack of a handgun 

or knife does not mean that you are defenseless when a dangerous 

conflict comes your way.  



With a little knowledge, some basic training, and an open mind, 

you can use the objects you encounter to help protect your loved 

ones from an unexpected INTRUDER. 

Without basic knowledge on the subject of turning household 

items into a weapon can be more dangerous than not doing 

anything. Discover how to use everyday objects to kill or harm 

your intruder.  This can make the difference between life and 

death.   

 

Types of improvised weapons 

 

Real-world weapon: Mace or pepper spray 

 

Everyday substitute: Cleaning products, aftershaves and 

perfumes, hazardous chemicals, hot liquids, and chemicals will 

work well for blinding your INTRUDER. 

Women often use pepper spray or mace as a self-defense aid. You 

wouldn’t laugh.  Many chemicals or sprays can blind the Intruder 

enough to allow you to escape. Most men don’t carry mace around 

with them, so substitute it with anything with a spray nozzle.  

Aftershave or deodorant might not look damaging. However, the 

damage a simple squirt in the eyes could do is a good thing if 

you’re NOT the intruder. If there’s a fire extinguisher close by, 

then this will work as well.  



When to use: Liquid-based “weapons” will cause just as much 

damage, particularly when hot or packed with hazardous 

chemicals. Always aim for the face. An intruder’s instinctive 

reaction will be to protect his FACE and release his grip on you. 

Scalding hot drinks and soups are perfect for this too. 

Everyday substitute: Pool cue, tree branch, umbrella, fireplace 

poker, candlestick, and base-ball bat or cane. 

Long and durable stick-like objects are a good bet against 

INTRUDERS. Not only do they create a degree of control over the 

intruder, but they will also enable you to keep them a few feet 

away. Stick-like objects are also ideal for hitting, swinging, 

stabbing, and jabbing. 

Electrical cords, belts, hoses, shoelaces, etc. 

Rope-like objects. Just take a look around, and you’ll see them 

everywhere: electrical cords dangling out of household appliances; 

the coiled hose used to water the garden; even the belt that holds 

your pants up. Your house is full of weapons. 

 

When to use: In addition to strangling your intruder by 

wrapping it around their neck, a rope-like object can also be used 

to restrain an intruder. Whether it’s tying your intruder to a chair 

or “handcuffing” their wrists while you wait for the police, 

preventing the intruder from doing anything that can harm you or 

your family is a good thing.  



Stationary objects: 

The use of the club is similar to the use of stick-like objects. As 

described earlier, stationary objects can also be put to excellent 

use as weapons of impact. They never move and sit there waiting 

for you to pull or push an intruder straight into them. The bigger, 

the better. Crash his head into a sink, countertop, or floor. 

When to use:  As an example. A glass coffee table. Your intruder 

is coming at you, so you trip them, and they fall through the coffee 

table. Now, you have an advantage. The same is true of pushing an 

Intruder from a height.  

Such as; off an upstairs banister or downstairs or out a second-

story window. Combined with a hard surface below, the velocity 

won’t make for a soft landing and will probably injure the intruder 

severely.  

Broken bottle, scissors, garden rake, razor blade. 

Naturally, anything sharp can be used to cut, slash or stab an 

attacker. Broken bottles, scissors, and garden rakes are just some 

of the many improvised “knives” you can make. 

When to use; Bottle …Small ones, medium-sized ones, big 

ones — it doesn’t matter. If they’re heavy, made out of glass, and 

broken, they’ll do the desired damage should the intruder come at 

you.  



Bottles are a great multi-purpose weapon: They can either be used 

as stone-like objects, thrown at the intruder or as knife-like 

objects or STAB the intruder. 

Never underestimate the ballpoint pen. It may look harmless, but 

it can be just as deadly as a 12-inch hunting knife if used correctly. 

When the intruder comes towards you, grab the pen and stick it 

into the soft tissue of his/her throat.  If possible, drive the pen into 

their eye (either one will do). The ballpoint pen can be stabbed 

practically anywhere on the INTRUDER’S body, but for best 

results, go for the throat, the groin, or eyes. 

Coins, watches, keys, and more. 

NEVER underestimate the power of small objects. While throwing 

a coin at an attacker’s head will never cause any severe damage, it 

could be used as part of a VERY clever distraction strategy.  

When to use: When the intruder is trying to hunt you down 

inside the house, throw the coin elsewhere and when he goes in 

the direction of the noise, then take that split second to escape for 

freedom. I 

f two of you are being attacked, get your friend to jingle a 

collection of keys so that you can get out of the house. You can 

help your friend or family member escape later.   

A chair, small table, or trash can lid can be used as a 

shield. 



The object here is to ensure you don’t receive the first couple of 

blows from an intruder. Usually, an intruder will throw a couple of 

blows to intimidate and create fear and power quickly. By using a 

shield, it may help you from getting hurt. This could be anything 

from a chair, a table, a trash can lid, or a bag. 

When to use:  Use any type of object - soft or rigid — if it acts as 

a shield, then it’s keeping his fists or striking weapon from hurting 

you. And if it’s not deflecting a strike as you wanted, then throw it 

at the intruder and run away screaming. 

Look Around Each Room of Your House and Seek Out 

Possible Weapons. 

 

Most of us will be involved in a violent altercation at some point or 

another. You can’t change that fact. What you can change, 

however, is your preparation. Think of weapons as extensions of 

your body, and use them to enhance your self-defense skills. 

Instead of just waiting for an intruder to break into your home 

and harm you or your family, do your homework. Seek out the 

everyday objects surrounding you and visualize how each could 

serve as a defensive purpose against an INTRUDER. 

Ask yourself: Could a bottle of aftershave be used as a substitute 

for a mace? Could a ballpoint pen be used as a substitute for a 

knife? Could a few coins be used to distract someone for a brief 

moment?  

Could a belt be used as a strangulation device? Adapting to your 

environment and improvising weapons out of everyday objects is 



certainly worth thinking about — who knows, this one step could 

save your life and the life of a loved one. 

More Options for weapons to defend yourself. 

Scissors, a screwdriver, a sock with something hard in it, pepper 

spray, and a stun gun. 

The stun gun, which should be used on a fleshy area for the best 

result. They cost as little as $25 or purchase a TASER. 

The experts also recommended locking bedrooms at night, 

ensuring valuables are nearby if a swift escape is needed, and an 

escape plan is essential. 

Questions you should ask yourself. How do you get out of 

the home? Where is your primary exit? Where are the alternate 

exits? How do I alert somebody to the danger? Is your home a 

good target for an Intruder? 

You should always keep your home well-lit and taking down big 

bushes that make good hiding places around garages and doors. 

Checking bushes with a flashlight before going inside is a safe 

practice. 

Signs that warn of an alarm or a dog are obvious but equally 

effective deterrents. 

Here’s a recap of items (already mentioned)used as weapons, plus 

a few more examples of household items that can be utilized for 

self-defense. 

1.) Pens and pencils. 

2.) A roll of coins (a roll of quarters works great) in your fist for a 

little extra “punch.” 



3.) Car keys are great for poking and scratching. 

4.) A cane, broom handle, or walking stick. They make excellent 

improvised clubs. 

5.) Small heavy objects like a can of food, a skillet, a lamp, heavy 

vase, fire extinguisher, etc., make excellent improvised weapons. 

6.) A hot cup of liquid such as coffee, soup, etc. That heavy coffee 

mug you lug around every morning even comes with a handle and 

can have as big an effect as a club. 

7.) Baseball bat, golf clubs, etc. These can have a devastating effect 

on an assailant. 

8.) Umbrella. Most have a nice pointed tip. 

9.) Aerosol sprays. Wasp and hornet spray shoots up to 20 feet 

and can easily blind an assailant. 

10.) Kitchen utensils such as knives, forks, pots, and pans, etc. 

11.)  Place a can of soup or a bag of BBs inside a sock. If you hit the 

intruder smack in the head, it will certainly delay or knock him 

out – or possibly kill him. 

Most weapons are designed to give you an advantage over an 

INTRUDER or attacker, and many household items can do just 

that. Being able to defend yourself is crucial, and the benefit can 

be yours by being able to improvise when necessary to defend 

yourself, your family, and your home.  

 



Part Four: 

Unique Tell-Tale Signs If Someone is Lying to You 

Knowing the tell-tale signs if someone is lying may come in handy 
in many circumstances.  You might be in a situation where you 
must verbally confront the home intruder. You should take for 
granted the person is lying no matter what, but these quick tell-
tale signs will help confirm. 

 
The LIAR will quickly change its head position. 

Their head may be retracted or jerked back, bowed down, cocked, 

or tilted to the side. This will often happen right before the person 

is expected to respond to a question. Pay close attention. 

The LIAR may point a lot. 

When a liar becomes hostile or defensive, he is attempting to turn 

the tables on you," says Glass. The liar will get hostile because he 

is angry that you've discovered his lies, which may result in a lot of 

pointing. 

The LIAR may stare at you without blinking 

When people lie, it's common to break eye contact, but the liar 

could go the extra mile to maintain eye contact in an attempt to 

control and manipulate you. 

When people tell the truth, most will occasionally shift their eyes 

around and even look away from time to time. Liars, on the other 

hand, will use a cold, steady gaze to intimidate and control." 

Also, pay close attention to rapid blinking.  

 

It becomes difficult for a LIAR to speak. 

If you ever watch the videotaped interview of a guilty suspect, you 

will often observe that it becomes more and more difficult for 



them to speak. This occurs because the automatic nervous system 

decreases salivary flow during times of stress, which of course, 

dries out the mucous membranes of the mouth. 

 

Also, pay attention to a LIAR who suddenly lip biting or pursed 

lips. 

 

A LIAR may shuffle their feet. 

This is the body taking over. Shuffling feet tells you that the 

potential liar is uncomfortable and nervous. It also shows you that 

they want to leave the situation; they want to walk away, she says. 

This is one of the key ways to detect a liar. Just look at their feet, 

and you can tell a lot. 

 

A LIAR will instinctively cover vulnerable body parts. 

This may include areas such as the throat, chest, head, or 

abdomen. 

 

A LIAR may touch or cover their mouth. 

A tell-tale sign of lying is that a person will automatically put their 

hands over their mouth when they don't want to deal with an issue 

or answer a question. 

When adults put their hands over their lips, it means they aren't 

revealing everything, and they just don't want to tell the truth. 

They are closing off communication. 

A LIAR will provide too much information. 

When someone goes on and on and gives you too much 

information — information that is not requested and especially an 

excess of details — there is a very high probability that he or she is 

not telling you the truth. Liars often talk a lot because they hope 



that, with all their talking and seeming openness, others will 

believe them. 

 

The LIAR will repeat words or phrases. 

This happens because they're trying to convince you, and 

themselves, of something. They’re trying to validate the lie. For 

example, a liar might say, I didn't...I didn't..." over and over again. 

The repetition is also a way to buy themselves time as they 

attempt to gather their thoughts. 

 

A LIAR may stand very still. 

It's common knowledge that people fidget when they get nervous 

and pay attention to people who are not moving at all. 

This may be a sign of the primitive neurological 'fight,' rather than 

the 'flight' response, as the body positions and readies itself for a 

possible confrontation.  

When you speak and engage in everyday conversation, it is natural 

to move your body around in subtle, relaxed, and, for the most 

part, unconscious movements. So if you observe a rigid, catatonic 

stance devoid of movement, it is often a huge warning sign that 

something is off. 

 

A LIAR’S breathing changes. 

When someone is lying to you, they may breathe heavily. 

When their breathing changes, their shoulders will rise, and their 

voice may get shallow. In essence, they are out of breath because 

their heart rate and blood flow change. Your body experiences 

these types of changes when you’re nervous and tense when a lie is 

being told. 



 

Additional information about LIARS. 

 

Body Language of Lies: 

• Physical expression will be limited and stiff, with few arm and 

hand movements.  

• A person who is lying will avoid making eye contact or will stare 

at you. 

• Hands are touching their face, throat & mouth. Touching or 

scratching the nose or behind their ear. Not likely to touch his 

chest/heart with an open hand. 

 

Emotional Gestures & Contradiction 

• Timing and duration of emotional gestures and emotions are off 

at an average pace. The display of emotion is delayed, stays longer 

than it would naturally, then stops suddenly. 

 

• Timing is off between emotions, gestures/expressions, and 

words. Example: Someone says "I love it!" when receiving a gift 

and then smile after making that statement, rather than at the 

same time the statement is made. 

 

• Gestures/expressions don’t match the verbal statement, such as 

frowning when saying “I love you.” 

 



• Expressions are limited to mouth movements when someone is 

faking emotions (like happy, surprised, sad, awe)instead of the 

whole face. For example, when someone smiles naturally, their 

entire face is involved: jaw/cheek movement, eyes, forehead push 

down, etc. 

  

Interactions and Reactions 

• A guilty person gets defensive. An innocent person will often go 

on the offensive. 

• A liar is uncomfortable facing his questioner/accuser and may 

turn his head or body away. 

• A liar might unconsciously place objects (book, coffee cup, etc.) 

between themselves and you. 

 

Verbal Context and or Content 

• A liar will use your words to make the answer a question. When 

asked, “Did you eat the last cookie?” The liar answers, “No, I did 

not eat the last cookie.” 

 

•A statement with a contraction is more likely to be truthful: “ 

I didn't do it” instead of “I did not do it.” 

 

• Liars sometimes avoid "lying" by not making direct statements. 

They imply answers instead of denying something directly. 

 



• The guilty person may speak more than natural, adding 

unnecessary details to convince you... they are not comfortable 

with silence or pauses in the conversation. 

 

• A liar may leave out pronouns and speak in a monotonous tone. 

When a truthful statement is made, the pronoun is emphasized as 

much or more than the rest of the words in a statement. 

 

• Words may be garbled and spoken softly, and syntax and 

grammar may be off. In other words, his sentences will likely be 

muddled rather than emphasized. 

 

Other signs of a lie: 

•If you believe someone is lying, then change the subject of a 

conversation quickly. A liar follows along willingly and becomes 

more relaxed. The guilty wants the subject changed; an innocent 

person may be confused by the sudden change in topics and want 

back to the previous issue. 

 

Using humor or sarcasm to avoid a subject. 

Body language can benefit you because liars tend to 

rehearse the words they use, not their gestures. When 

someone’s body language says something different from his 

words, you know you’re not getting the whole truth. Identify the 

clusters of unusual behavior when words, actions, and expressions 



don’t match. 

 

#1: The Head 

As the home of our brains and sensation centers (ears, nose, 

mouth, eyes), the head can have “a mind of its own” when our 

concentration is on other things—like keeping a story straight. 

This means that we’re prone to nod “Yes” even as we’re 

mouthing the word “No,” or vice versa.  

 

The Face 

Our nervous tics—nose scratching, ear tugging, mouth 

covering—tend to increase in frequency with the stress of lying. 

While you are zeroing in on the face to look for facial 

expressions, note fidgeting actions like face-touching.  

 

The Shoulders 

Shoulders can speak volumes: shoulders hunch up with 

discomfort and drop-in exasperation. The rise in a shrug that 

could mean “I don’t know” or “I don’t care.” And when shrugged 

only partially, they may indicate deception.  

 

Genuine shrugs that indicate “not knowing” should be complete 

and symmetrical. Contrast that with a lopsided or partial shrug, 

which is probably feigned and rarely matches what someone is 

saying or thinking. Liars often flash a tentative “half-shrug” 

unconsciously when being interviewed. 

 



 The Torso 

It’s perfectly natural for us to move our bodies while talking. 

Leaning back and thrusting forward to emphasize a point is an 

expected part of truthful storytelling. So when you encounter 

someone who is awkwardly stiff in conversation, be on guard. 

Liars will freeze up as a way to prevent “leaking” any emotive 

gestures. Read the lack of torso movement as the biggest leak of 

all. 

 

The Arms 

The arms are another body language that, like the torso, draw 

the most attention when they’re underused in conversation. We 

cross our arms when we want to take a defensive posture.  

 

A liar might lock them in place there, afraid that he will 

leak clues to his deception by using unnatural hand gestures. 

The crossed-arms stance is the polar opposite of the open, 

palms-out stance considered the most welcoming, truthful 

position. If you are dealing with someone whose arms are 

crossed, be prepared for an adverse or unwelcoming reaction, 

whether you suspect deception or not. 

 

The Hands 

The hands are one of the most expressive parts of the body. We 

use our hands to accent and emphasize speech in gestures 

known as “illustrators.” Be on the lookout for people who don’t 

use their hands to accent or embellish the telling of a story—it 



may be a sign that they aren’t fully invested in what they are 

saying.  

 

Other red flags: exaggerated gestures about the actual size or 

placement of something, unnatural movements that don’t fit in 

the baseline profile, and clenched fists or folded palms, both of 

which indicate restraint. 

 

The Legs 

Our legs are more complex to control consciously than other 

bodies. To the astute observer, the legs can provide rich 

information on a person’s state of mind. A colleague who takes 

an extensive stance may be attempting to assert dominance 

when she feels weak.  

 

An interviewee under stress may rub his thighs in a “cleansing” 

motion as a way to soothe tension. Someone who splays his legs 

in the company of higher authority should be watched—this is a 

subtle way of claiming territory. 

 

The Ankles 

Think of your last visit to the dentist: did you cross your legs 

upon sitting in the chair? It’s likely that you did, right along 

with the next guy. Locked ankles, when seated or reclined, are a 

sign of discomfort and anxiety. (When standing—as during a 

conversation between two coworkers—it may be a sign of 

mental activity.)  

 



If your office seating arrangement affords a view down to floor 

level, take mental note of others’ crossed ankles. They can 

indicate discomfort, no matter how cool and calm someone’s 

voice may sound. 

 

The Feet 

A tapping foot is a classic sign of nerves (which may or may not 

indicate deception). Also, the direction in which the feet are 

pointed can provide some hints as well; if your feet are aimed at 

the door, they’re practically screaming, “Get me out of here!” 

 

The “Personal Bubble” 

When LIARS hide something, they feel cornered or threatened 

by questions and will often try to maximize their “safety zone.”  

Liars will often place something between them and the person 

they lie to—a chair, a cup of coffee, etc. 

 



Part Five: 

 

What To Do When The Intruder Puts a Gun to Your 

Head? 

 

Most important: Stay. Calm.  You may not remember 

everything in this report, but if you forget everything else 

– remember this. STAY CALM!  

If you do not stay calm, your brain will freeze with fear.  OH MY 

GOD!!!   You will not be capable of thinking logically at higher 

levels.  

Second, calmness creates calmness. If you panic, you're in turn 

going to panic a person with a gun to your head.  STAY CALM. 

• Remember, the INTRUDER has leveraged control of your 

physical movement by having a firearm. Still, you will, 

almost without exception, be at a psychological 

advantage in this situation — if you stay calm. You will 

have the benefit of rationality, logic, rhetoric, and persuasion, 

all of which you're about to need VERY  soon. 

Next, establish eye contact with the INTRUDER. This 

seems too simplistic, but looking into their eyes forces them to 

acknowledge, if only to themselves, your humanity in this 

situation. 

• Think about it: Most of us would have little compunction about 

a RAT dying outside of our presence, but could you kill it if it 



was looking into your eyes? It would at least introduce a degree 

of hesitation, right? 

• You don't want this person uncontrollable, but you do want 

them uncomfortable. You want them to start reconsidering the 

necessity of what they're doing and begin looking for an out. 

 

Know the Intruder: Not every gun-toting criminal is created equal. 

• There are usually particular contexts in which you'd find 

yourself with a gun to your head: in the course of a home 

invasion. 

• If the person were determined to murder you, you would 

already be dead — and every second that passes is usually one 

passing in your favor when it comes to surviving the encounter. 

So you're unlikely to spend any time with a gun to your head. 

Here are some considerations for each of the above scenarios. 

A robber is simply using the gun to increase their chances of 

success, and as an insurance policy — the point is still your wallet 

or purse. Give it to them. 

• Move slowly.  Do not make sudden movements. The goal is to 

keep the gun wielder calm, and the sudden motion of you 

winding back for your wallet/purse toss isn't going to help your 

cause. 

• Telegraph your actions before you do them ("I'm going to reach 

into my back pocket to get my wallet out now"), reach for your 



wallet or remove your purse at quarter speed, and calmly hand 

them what they're demanding. 

A hostage-taker is using you as a means to an end — simple 

leverage. This, contrary to media portrayals, most often won't take 

the form of being a pawn in a great bank robbery scheme. It will 

more often be you being gathered up as a personal hostage for get-

away collateral.  

• If this is the case, police are likely already present. They 

probably won't be giving you any directions, as they'll be 

reasoning with the intruder, but listen carefully to what is going 

on. 

• Try to stay as quiet as possible. For sure, don't start 

screaming — you're going to spike the stress level of both the 

intruder and the responding officers, which won't be good for 

anybody. Try not to talk either — you'll want the intruder to be 

able to hear the directions and commands of the police officers 

on the scene. 

 

•  Stay as far away from the intruder’s head as you 

can. Suppose you can imagine a triangle running from the 

outside corners of his or her eyes down to the bottom of their 

nasal septum (the cartilaginous wall between their nostrils). In 

that case, that will be the shot target should police be forced to 

engage with firearms.  



The reason is that bullets to this area have a better chance of 

producing an immediate kill, without even a flinch reflex, 

which might cause the person to pull the trigger of the gun they 

have to your head post-mortem. 

• If the above is not working. Then calmly talk to the 

intruder as much as possible. Try to get them talking 

about something, especially what they believe in, if they have 

some compelling cause in the situation.  

Speak in measured, even tones, and defer to their intelligence 

and passion. Identifying with them creates a social connection 

they will have to overcome if they decide whether or not to kill 

you later. 

• If you're ambushed in your car or can't help being 

compelled into it, I would ignore direction commands and drive 

briskly to a police station or the most crowded place I could 

find, then slow to about five miles per hour and start honking 

the horn.  

The whole point of his demands about where to go is getting to 

a place of solitude where his anonymity is preserved, and he is 

in control of the situation. I can almost guarantee he has no 

interest in killing you at fifty miles an hour, enduring the 

resultant car crash, then fleeing, armed, from a car with a 

gunshot victim in the driver's seat.  

Nor is he interested in killing you while everybody looks on in 

the parking lot you found. You're giving him an out — if he 



stashes the gun and flees, it will look to most people like a joke 

or a domestic quarrel. 

 

Remain calm, be as compliant as you can, be aware of your 

surroundings, and do what you need to survive. But the apparent 

best-case scenario is keeping yourself out of the situation that put 

your HEAD on the end of a firearm: 

 

• Do your best NOT to travel on foot alone, especially if 

you're a woman, and significantly if you're impaired (by alcohol 

or otherwise). Most criminals who get a cheap gun to commit 

crimes are cowards, using the weapon for power. 

 If you're with one or two others, you're introducing too many 

variables into the equation for their comfort. If you're alone, 

though, they know that one versus one plus a gun will 

usually work out in their favor. 

• If you do not feel comfortable about something, don't 

hesitate to call your local law enforcement agency and 

request an officer. You are not a bother. You are not wasting 

the officer's time. You did not pull the officer from another 

assignment — you'll only be sent an available patrol officer. 

They are in the public safety business, and this obviously fits 

nicely.  

• If you're out and about in town, there will eventually be an 

instance in which you will need to run. In the case of an armed 



criminal, it may be for your life.  The right shoes might help you 

move faster.  It’s just a thought. 

• Don't STAND OUT.  Do your best to BLEND. Expensive jewelry 

and exhibited cash are road flares for robbers and thieves - if 

they feel they can get a quick score, they'll stalk you from a 

distance for as long as it takes until they see a window of 

opportunity.  

• Remember this … this Nail that Stands Up may get 

Hammered. If you appear to be average “Joe” or average 

“Sally,” then you’ll probably be passed up by a criminal seeking 

quick cash.  A criminal usually will not take a chance to rob 

someone who doesn’t appear to have much money.  

  



Part Six: 

Eight Simple but Powerful Ways to Avoid INTRUDERS 

Your home should be your SAFETY nest. It doesn’t matter if 

you’re at home or away from home. You expect your possessions 

to remain safe in your home. You own your home, and you own 

your possessions.  This ALL belongs to you.  You work hard for it, 

and nobody else (without your permission) should have it. 

Experts say there are up to 25% sociopaths and psychopaths in 

every society. They do not believe like you, and I do.  They have a 

mental disorder.  They live without boundaries. They seldom 

empathize with people and never feel guilty for what they take or 

who they murder.   

THEY SIMPLE DO NOT CARE.   You must take action and defend 

yourself because our societies will not get any better – matter of 

fact, as the economies weaken, it will get WORSE.   

Most people think INTRUDERS are only in the movies.  They 

NEVER believe it will happen to them until it DOES!  The truth is 

that you can never be totally and completely safe from falling 

victim to burglary, theft, or murder.  

YOU are very vulnerable in any city or town.  The larger the city, 

the more crime; hence mentally disturbed people. Some ways 

prevent or decrease the odds of intruders. There are ways to STOP 

a burglary or INTRUDER. This will save you much heartache and 

may save your life.  



Tip #1: The Obvious...LOCK Your Doors and 

Windows!!... 

 

This seems like an obvious suggestion, but you’d be surprised how 

many INTRUDERS walk into a home where the house is 

UNLOCKED.  However, ask any police officer, and they'll tell you 

that one of the things that cause the most home burglaries is the 

fact that the burglar or home INTRUDER walked through an 

unlocked door. 34% of burglars in the U.S. enter through unlocked 

front doors, while 23% can enter through unlocked first-floor 

windows. 

No matter what you think about how safe your area or 

neighborhood might be, always LOCK your DOORS and 

WINDOWS even when you're in the home. By leaving your house 

unlocked, you're basically inviting burglars and INTRUDERS into 

your home. This one little simple step can deter an INTRUDER 

and save you from a ton of loss or physical harm. 

Tip #2: Install Strong Locks for the More Persistent 

INTRUDER. 

 

Use a locksmith or call a locksmith.  Ask about the best, most 

efficient, up-to-date LOCKS you can get for your home.  Make 

sure to call around and get the BEST and the strongest.  Make 

sure deadbolts are installed correctly.  It is suggested to use 2 or 3 

deadbolts from each door that leads outside.   



The bad guys will try to kick your door in, run in, grab what 

valuables they can, and run back out.  Very strong deadbolts will 

usually keep this from happening. To keep you and your family 

safe while inside, always lock the deadbolts and utilize a security 

doorjamb tool so that nobody can get in if they do decide to kick 

the door down.  

Tip #3: Turn the Lights on when you’re out of town or at 

home. 

 

This sounds like the most logical thing to do, right?  Most people 

turn out all lights before leaving town, and they turn off all lights 

before going to bed at night.  

Put yourself in the intruder’s position. If you were about to rob a 

home, would you pick one that was bright and lit up so that you're 

exposed or the dark home on the street where you can get away 

without being seen? 

Install motion lights that go on automatically when someone 

walks by are a great way to avoid an INTRUDER. 

 

Tip #4: A Dog Is a Great Deterrent. 

 

Dogs are great deterrents to robbers. Dogs of all shapes and sizes 

are good. Dogs are vocal about intruders and will let you know 

that something isn’t right. They can smell strangers, and their 

hearing is outstanding. 



Most burglars and home intruders are cowards. This is why many 

of them carry guns. They're looking to sneak in and sneak out 

without any trouble. Therefore if they hear the sound of a dog, 

they're very likely going to keep going.  

The “Beware of Dog” stickers work well. These combined with a 

barking dog are great deterrents for the amateur criminal. If you 

don’t have a dog and don’t have any plans to buy one in the future, 

having “Beware of Dog” stickers on your doors can still help turn 

away would-be criminals. 

Tip #5: Security Alarm... 

 

Security alarms are big businesses. That's because they're very 

good at preventing burglaries and home INTRUDERS. A security 

alarm and its whining siren when someone enters your home will 

scare away a criminal, as well as alert you that someone has 

entered your home so that you can protect yourself ...which is 

probably even more critical. 

Tip #6:  Beware of and REPORT Any Suspicious Activity 

Around Your Home. 

 

Very often, after a home invasion, there becomes a 20/20 

hindsight moment. People begin to realize that there was 

something that may have tipped them off to the burglary, yet they 

didn't think anything of it at the time. 

The bad guys/gals often perform some surveillance and stake out 

your home before they decide to act on YOU. They may be looking 



for patterns or even good reasons to steal from you. In other 

words, they're wondering if you have anything worth the risk. 

There's no harm in reporting suspicious activity in your 

neighborhood, even if it turns out to be nothing. You're not only 

protecting yourself, and you're protecting your neighbors as well. 

Call the police, let them know what you see so that they can be on 

the lookout themselves. They'll be glad for the tip, and you may 

prevent something tragic from happening to you or your 

neighbors. 

Tip #7: Don't Announce When You're LEAVING the 

HOUSE. 

 

These days with all the social networks that exist, people seem to 

enjoy putting their life stories...including plans for the future... out 

for the world to see. THIS IS STUPID and the most dangerous 

thing you can do for yourself or your family. DO NOT GIVE OUT 

PERSONAL DETAILS OF YOUR LIFE OR YOUR ADDRESS. 

Millions of people continuously announce their REAL name, 

REAL address, city, pictures of their children, cars, and personal 

items inside their house.  These people are asking for TROUBLE.  

These people are even announcing to the world the dates of their 

VACATIONS and when they plan to return home!  This is a recipe 

for disaster. You're basically telling all the intruders who are 

reading your page to do WHATEVER YOU WANT TO DO!   



Sure, your Facebook “friends” might be people that you know and 

trust. But would you risk all of your worldly possessions on the 

assumption that none of those people want to do you harm or tip-

off someone else that they know that would gladly do the dirty 

deed for them? 

So there you have it. The more of the above steps you take to 

prevent a burglary, the less likely you're going to be faced with a 

crisis. Do what you can now and make it a goal to get the rest done 

as soon as possible, and always be aware. 

 

Tip #8.  DO NOT ADVERTISE YOU HAVE SOMETHING 

TO STEAL. 

Do not wear expensive jewelry in public.  It’s advertising you have 

something of value, and you may also have things of value at your 

home.  Driving a flashy, expensive car?  It’s nice you can buy a 

flashy expensive car – but you’re advertising to the thieves you 

may have more at home, and most Intruders are thinking….”I 

wonder how much is in his bank account?”  You’re setting yourself 

up to be followed and stalked.   

Thousands of men and women are taken by gunpoint to their 

ATM machine and robbed, or they simply take their credit cards 

or debit bank cards.  Wearing a disguise in front of an ATM is 

often used.   



One intruder sits at home with a gun to your head, and the other 

goes to the ATM.  Intruder –B returns and leaves with Intruder A. 

You’re left alone with nothing but your raw nerves and counting 

your blessings that you’re still alive.  Count your blessings is 

right..because some people are murdered. 

  



CONCLUSION: 

This concludes this eBook. I hope you received much value from 

it. Thank you for reading this eBook, and I hope you’ll enjoy my 

other eBooks as well.  Please leave a positive review so others can 

be encouraged to protect themselves as well. THANKS. 

 


